Enterprise Connect
Wireless Connectivity, Business Continuity and Out-Of-Band Management

A complete wireless failover solution for distributed or retail enterprises that protects internet connectivity and prevents lost revenue from service disruptions.

ORBCOMM Enterprise Connect provides automatic failover when the primary broadband connection is lost, and out-of-band management (OOBM) capability for IT personnel to remotely troubleshoot, configure, and reboot network equipment and servers, reducing downtime and the need to dispatch a technician to the site.

ORBCOMM Enterprise Connect is a complete, single-source solution consisting of three components:

- A variety of devices and accessories provided by Cisco, Cradlepoint, Encore, NetComm, Systech and more for a wirelessly connected custom solution
- 4G LTE internet failover connectivity
- ORBCOMM Enterprise Connect web interface to monitor real-time router statistics and data usage, and to update and configure hardware and set alerts

Companies that need Enterprise Connect for business continuity include:

- Retail stores and restaurants
- Financial and insurance institutions
- Small businesses and branch offices

Applications that need Enterprise Connect for connectivity include:

- ATMs, kiosks, digital signage and in-vehicle solutions
- Remote monitoring applications in oil and gas, utilities and more

Automatic failover to wireless internet for business continuity

Out-of-band management (OOBM)

Turnkey configuration for ease of deployment

Dashboards, alerts, and reports to monitor performance and usage

Advanced warranty and support options from Cisco and Cradlepoint

A complete solution from a single source
Enterprise Connect Has Three Components

**Connectivity**
The latest cellular technologies – 3G/4G LTE – for a better, faster user experience.
- Verizon 4G LTE, xLTE, CAT 1 LTE – providing the widest-reaching 4G LTE coverage for enterprise and M2M/IoT connectivity.

**Hardware**
Choose from a variety of routers by leading manufacturers, including Cisco, Cradlepoint, Encore, NetComm, Systech, depending on solution requirements.

Some options include:
- LAN connectivity: Ethernet ports, Wi-Fi options up to 802.11n MIMO.
- Hardened variants for adverse conditions, with extended temperature ranges
- Extended warranty options, including SmartNet (Cisco), CradleCare (Cradlepoint)

- Selection of accessory hardware including cables and antennas for Wi-Fi and cellular, magnetic mount and bolt mount, low profile.

**Enterprise Connect web interface**
Interactive and customizable dashboard to configure and monitor status of devices
- Schedule firmware version uploads and device reboots
- Remotely monitor health and configuration of hardware
- Create reports and configure usage alerts to eliminate unexpected overages

**Installation Services**
Need it installed for you? No problem. ORBCOMM also offers expert installation services for Enterprise Connect, including complete site surveys and same-day on-site installations.

CALL: 1.800.ORBCOMM  EMAIL: SALES@ORBCOMM.COM  VISIT: WWW.ORBCOMM.COM

ORBCOMM Inc. (Nasdaq: ORBC) is a leading global provider of Machine-to-Machine (M2M) communication solutions and the only commercial satellite network dedicated to M2M. ORBCOMM’s unique combination of global satellite, cellular and dual-mode network connectivity, hardware, web reporting applications and software is the M2M industry’s most complete service offering. Our solutions are designed to remotely track, monitor, and control fixed and mobile assets in core vertical markets including transportation & distribution, heavy equipment, industrial fixed assets, oil & gas, maritime and government.